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 Introduction. The ordinary chondrites are the 
most abundant meteorites that provide an unique 
source of information about the early Solar 
system processes and environment condition. 
Fossil track study for the silicate minerals from 
these meteorites is one the essential source of 
quantitative data about the irradiation pattern 
occurring there. Early we reported the first 
observations  [1,2] of some particularities of the 
cosmic-ray (CR) VH-nuclei tracks, which were 
studied in some ordinary and carbonaceous 
chondrites having no solar type inert gas 
enrichments. The present report contains new 
track data obtained for the some of recently falls 
chondrites and chondrites contained silicate 
crystals, track parametres in which give 
possibility to search and identification of fossil 
tracks of galactic cosmic ray heavy nuclei in the 
frame of the OLIMPIYA project [3]. 
Sumples and experimental procedure. The 
two recent (2001-2002 y) falls meteorites: 
carbonaceous chondrite Bukhara (CV3) [4] and 
micro-brecciated ordinary chondrite Kilabo 
(LL6) [5] were presented in our investigation by 
38 and 34 silicate crystal grains, correspondly. 
For the olivine-hyperthene chondrite Barweell 
(L6) [6] and olvin-bronzite chondrite Tugalin 
Bulen (H6) [7] the fossil track measuring were 
performed in 38 and 39 crystal grains, 
correspondly. 
The individual olivine and pyroxene grains 
acceptable for the fossil track investigation were 
extracted from microcrystallitic matrix of 
chondrite samples by weight of 0.3-0.5 g. The 
grain samples used for study were 50-200 μm in 
size. Crystals were mounted in epoxy resin, 
polished and underwent to chemical track 
revealing etching by the well known procedure 
[8]. The next track parameters were measured by 
optical microscope techniques: 1) track-density 
(ρ) values in individual silicate grains; 2) 
statistical ρmin, ρmed and ρmax values in each 
meteorite sample; 3) revelation and measuring 
of grains with the surface-depth ρ-gradient; 4) 
establishing of crystals with highest ρ-values; 5) 
determination and measuring track length 
distribution in the largest grains, containing the 
tracks from CR nuclei of VVH-group (Z >30). 
Results and discussion. In silicate grains for the 
ordinary chondrites under investigation the next 
characteristic track parameters were determined: 
1) A range up to three orders of magnitude of 

the track density values, which was measured in 
the individual silicate grains, extracted from 
samples. Localization of these grains are 
positioned inside of mm-distance in the 
meteorite body; 2) A range of ρmin-values 
observed for the no smaller of 0.25th part of 
grains under investigation, that corresponds to 
the VH-nuclei of galactic CR flux for this 
meteorite and grain localization in the pre 
atmospheric meteorite body; 3) The ρ-values 
discrepancy for the silicate grains, separated 
from the same samples; 4) The average ρ-
values, what in comparison with the solar gas-
rich chondrites, achondrites and especially lunar 
regolith samples are lower.  
The statistical track density distribution for the 
olivine and pyroxene grains of four chondrites 
are characterized by the histograms, presented in 
Figure 1. It is seen that the investigated samples 
have very specific modes of grain number vs. 
track density distribution. It can be seen that the 
Bukhara CV3 and Tugalin Bulen H6 samples 
under investigation for which there is no 
possibility to identify the track concerned with 
pre-accretion source: in these cases practically 
total radiation effect due to the galactic CR VH-
nuclei is dominant. But in chondrites Barwell L6 
and Kilabo LL6  the pre accretion VH-nuclei 
exposure traces are observed. The part of 
crystals, containing high ρ-values, in each of 
these meteorite amounts to tenths per cent. It can 
be due: or to relatively high of pre-accretion 
irradiation, or different radiation-thermal history 
of meteorite matter at the pre-compaction and/or 
regolith parent body evolution stages. It is 
important to note the data obtained for the 
chondrite Kilabo LL6 among near 65 pyroxene 
crystals, separated from matrix of this meteorite, 
about 60% have (2⋅106 ≤ ρ ≤ 2⋅107) cm-2. The 
rest ones have ρ = (104 − 105) cm-2. Statistical 
parameter NH /N ≈ 0.6 in this case indicate very 
high pre-accretion irradiation dose. 
        Due to data, reported in [9], the depth of 
positioned from the pre-atmospheric meteoroid 
surface of our chondrite Barwell L6 sample 
equal to near some cm. 
Conclusion. Detail consideration of obtained 
data suggested a different pre accretion 
possibility of the primary chondritic matter 
irradiation in addition to well know process of 
the solar cosmic-ray exposure chiefly at the 
more recently regolith stage [10]. The most of 
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the obtained track results which were presented 
in this work can be best understood in the term 
of VH-nuclei cosmic-ray irradiation process that 
occurred in the primitive solar nebula in the gas-
dust cloud environmental conditions. The flux 
value and estimated effective energy spectrum 
of these VH-nuclei indicate the possibility of 
locally accelerated multiple charged Fe-group 
ions which were contained in thermalyzed solar 
wind flux [11, 12]. These ions are accelerated up 
to energy E > 100 MeV/nucl in condition that 
can occurred under influence of power inductive 
cosmic electromagnetic fields, that are 
connected with the solar flare events in the early 
active Sun. From these positions there are the 
one of the chief astrophysical problem of the 
determination of the VVH/VH CR- groups 
relation values using the tracks, observed in 
silicate crystals from chondrites of different 
radiation history. 
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         (a) Barwell L6       (c) Kilabo LL6 
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        (b) Bukhara CV3         (d) Tugalin Bulen H6 
Fig.1. Histograms of the olivine and pyroxene crystals track density distribution for an  ordinary 
          chondrites Barwell L6, Kilabo LL6, Tugalin Bulen H6 and Bukhara CV3 
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